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GRAND PRIX SEASON
SINGAPORE 2018

It has been more than a decade since the inaugural FORMULA 1™
night race took Singapore by storm. The 2018 FORMULA 1
SINGAPORE AIRLINES SINGAPORE GRAND PRIX is set
to amaze once again with state-of-the-art racing machines
blazing through the city streets, a line-up of world-class
performers, and a smorgasbord of lifestyle experiences
around the city to keep the party going from day to night.
Some highlights (pages 3-10) at this 11th edition Grand Prix
Season Singapore (GPSS) includes a grand display of vintage
cars, an array of gastronomic themed nights all over town, and a
series of party hotspots as venues take over the city with various
race-themed special events and wholesome feel-good vibes.
Expect excitement at every turn as entertainment, dining and shopping
establishments and attractions pull out all the stops with special
experiences for visitors (pages 12-21). From going on an epicurean
tour of Singapore’s Michelin-starred restaurants to experiencing a
multisensory nighttime adventure at our famed zoological gardens,
there are lots of events beckoning you to the island’s furthest
reaches. All FORMULA 1™ ticket holders get to enjoy special prices
and freebies, so there’s even more reason to check them out.
You can also head over to our illustrated map (pages
22-23) for an overview of the circuit park.
What are you waiting for? Rev up your engines for the
most exciting Grand Prix Season Singapore yet!
VISITSINGAPORE.COM/GPSS
ICON KEY
VENUE

MRT STATION

WEBSITE

TERMS & CONDITIONS
All information in this guide is accurate at
time of print.
The Singapore Tourism Board (STB) is not
responsible for the accuracy, completeness
or usefulness of this publication and shall
not be liable for any damage, loss, injury or
inconvenience arising from or in connection
with the content of this publication.

Readers should verify or seek clarification
from the individual third parties referred to in
this publication.
All rights reserved. No part of this publication
may be reproduced in any form or by any
means, electronic, photocopy, information
retrieval system, or otherwise, without written
permission from the Singapore Tourism Board.

HIGHLIGHTS

14-16 SEP

FORMULA 1 2018 SINGAPORE
AIRLINES SINGAPORE GRAND PRIX
It is going to be an adrenaline pumping 11th edition of the
world’s first FORMULA 1™ night race as the spotlight
shines upon Singapore once again for the city-state’s
biggest annual sporting event. The charged atmosphere
runs high not only on the race track but throughout
the Circuit Park with the carnival vibe. International
entertainment acts taking the stage this year include
King of Mandopop Jay Chou, American rock band The
Killers, British rock star and former Oasis lead singer Liam
Gallagher, international top DJ Martin Garrix, English pop
star Dua Lipa, British soul and pop band Simply Red and
many other globally renowned performers.

Marina Bay Street Circuit

City Hall, Raffles Place,
Esplanade, Promenade,
Bayfront, Nicoll Highway

CLICK TO FIND OUT MORE

Artiste line-up subject to change, please visit www.singaporegp.sg
for artiste performance timings, zones and stages.
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HIGHLIGHTS

ENTERTAINMENT

15-16 SEP

AMBER LOUNGE,
THE ORIGINAL F1™ VIP PARTIES
Provocative, glamorous and opulent, the sexiest party
where you’ll experience the only FORMULA 1™
Driver Fashion Show, happening on Saturday night.
Throughout the weekend, enjoy live performances
by international DJs and musicians as you imbibe
free-flowing Champagne all night long. Then come
Sunday, join the racers as they head to the lounge
straight from the paddock for a post-race celebration.

Temasek Reflections

Promenade

CLICK TO FIND OUT MORE

ENTERTAINMENT

7-12 SEP

ALL THAT MATTERS 2018
Conference by day at the Ritz-Carlton Millenia Singapore
and music festival by night at Clarke Quay and venues
across Singapore, this part-industry, part-public event is
back again in 2018. Join executives, content providers,
tech innovators, global brands and music fans from five
interconnected industries–Music, Sports, Gaming, Digital
and Marketing–at Asia’s biggest gathering of the best
minds in the entertainment business. Be sure to attend the
FORMULA 1™ panel titled “The blueprint for the future:
modern, fan-driven and entertaining”.
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Clarke Quay,
The Ritz-Carlton,
Millenia Singapore

Promenade

CLICK TO FIND OUT MORE

HIGHLIGHTS
14-16 SEP

THE PODIUM LOUNGE
Celebrate the 10th edition of Singapore’s largest
and most glamorous celebrity-packed after-parties
featuring Joel Madden (Good Charlotte), Taboo (The
Black Eyed Peas), Keith Duffy (Boyzone), and Brian
McFadden (Westlife), hosted by ex FORMULA 1™
Driver Alex Yoong and E! News Asia Host Yvette
King. Get front row tickets and VIP tables to the nightly
Fashion Circuit curated by celebrity designer M from
Mthemovement, an Australian burlesque dance troupe,
aerialist performances with silks & hoops, and more.

The Ritz-Carlton,
Millenia Singapore

Promenade

CLICK TO FIND OUT MORE

ENTERTAINMENT

12-19 SEP

CÉ LA VI: FUTUREBOUND
RACE WEEK 2018
A full week of parties await you atop Marina Bay Sands®
as Cé La Vi transforms into a futuristic night spot filled with
fluorescent lights, LED-clad entertainers and non-stop
music. Hit the club area with an all-star DJ line-up helming
the decks, or indulge in a four- or six-course set menu at
the dining area, where all diners also get complimentary
entry to the club. Be on the lookout for the high-profile
Johnnie Walker Flagship Party, an evening where you can
rub shoulders with FORMULA 1™ VIPs, influencers and
celebrities alike at the exclusive rooftop venue.

Cé La Vi

Bayfront

CLICK TO FIND OUT MORE

ENTERTAINMENT
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HIGHLIGHTS

DINING

14-16 SEP

CIRCUIT DE 1919: A PIRELLI EDITION
The charming colonial Waterboat House presents Circuit
de 1919: A Pirelli Edition. For the ultimate weekend
destination, 1919 Waterboat House presents an unmissable
bash filled with food and drink. Wine and dine al fresco
under the stars with a Singapore Sling cocktail station
and a sumptuous buffet spread of European and local
delicacies. VIP table packages are available too.

1919 Waterboat House

Raffles Place

CLICK TO FIND OUT MORE

DINING

14-16 SEP

THE LANDMARK CIRCUIT:
GLOBAL PITSTOPS
Enjoy all the different gourmet delights and glitz associated
with four other Grand Prix™ destinations: Brazil, Monaco,
Abu Dhabi and Mexico; all at Fifty Raffles Place, an
integrated lifestyle penthouse 45 storeys high. Taste
the dynamism of Brazilian cuisine at SEAR, indulge in a
Monaco-inspired oyster festival at Angie’s, fuel up on
Mexican delights at Lower East Side 45, revel in Arabian
luxury at Empire SkyLounge, or if you’re up for it, complete
the entire circuit all in one night.
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SEAR Steakhouse,
Angie’s Oyster Bar, Lower
East Side 45, Empire
SkyLounge

Raffles Place

CLICK TO FIND OUT MORE

HIGHLIGHTS
14-16 SEP

CLASSICS IN THE CITY
The world’s most desirable classic and super cars sourced
from private collections all over the world gather at South
Beach to be sampled by connoisseurs and enthusiasts. In a
world’s first, explosive artist Paul Oz will ‘live’ paint a classic
car over the weekend. Win a chance to meet and greet
a racing legend with a purchase of special limited edition
memorabilia. Be a part of the exclusive Drivers Cub, refresh
and rejuvenate at the various F&B pop-ups and sample a
limited edition Classics Cocktail as you take in the activities.

South Beach

Esplanade

CLICK TO FIND OUT MORE

ENTERTAINMENT

13 SEP

LEGENDS UNITE
Two legendary world champions are coming together for
one epic night. The most anticipated soiree on the calendar
features a decadent gala dinner prepared by an awardwinning chef with each course featuring a different race icon
and era. Guests will get the chance to intimately mingle with
the legends through photo opportunities and autograph
sessions. Paintings by explosive artist Paul Oz will be on
display during the evening with guests receiving a special
edition collectible designed by the exclusive artist. Sip on
unending designer bubbly as you dance the night away with
an international DJ.

JW Marriott

Esplanade

CLICK TO FIND OUT MORE

DINING
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HIGHLIGHTS

ENTERTAINMENT

12-16 SEP

ASIA PITSTOP SERIES
Party peeps, this one’s for you. Head on over to Clarke
Quay’s Central Fountain Square and get in on the race
yourself with an outdoor arcade featuring a variety of racing
games. Whether you prefer playing on retro machines of
yesteryears or on futuristic virtual reality headsets, you will
definitely find a game for you here. Then head on up to the
nearby Get Juiced, Singapore’s first cashless club, where
an all-female DJ lineup will keep the party atmosphere
pumping till the wee hours.

Clarke Quay Central
Fountain Square,
Get Juiced

Clarke Quay

CLICK TO FIND OUT MORE

ENTERTAINMENT

14-16 SEP

1-ALTITUDE PRESENTS THE CIRCUIT
Take in the city sights amidst the sky-high revelry. At
this highly anticipated eighth edition of the annual
FORMULA 1™ party, expect plenty of race-themed
activities by partners such as Heineken and the Altimate
Circuit Party in association with Johnnie Walker Gold
Label Reserve, as internationally renowned DJs man
the decks all through the night. Did we also mention
this is the highest al fresco bar in the world?
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1-Altitude

Raffles Place

CLICK TO FIND OUT MORE

HIGHLIGHTS
12 SEP

TAG HEUER GRAND PRIX™ 2018
EXTRAVAGANZA
Get your engines roaring with a star-studded affair like no
other as TAG Heuer once again throws a party right in the
heart of Orchard Road, featuring special appearances by
Singapore’s first Olympic gold medalist Joseph Schooling,
and famed FORMULA 1™ driver Daniel Ricciardo from
Red Bull Racing.

Outdoor area of
ION Orchard

Orchard Road

CLICK TO FIND OUT MORE

ENTERTAINMENT

14-16 SEP

CHECKPOINT
Party stalwart Zouk, the world’s third best club, is racing
down memory lane with a party filled with installations and
photo opportunities inspired by classic Nintendo and 8-bit
video games. Besides throwback hits at Total Recall, be
treated to world-class entertainment as DJs R3HAB and
Jay Sean helm the decks, with celebrity guest appearances
to look out for.

Zouk

Clarke Quay

CLICK TO FIND OUT MORE

ENTERTAINMENT
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SPOTIFY
What better way to get into the spirit of the Grand Prix Season Singapore
(GPSS) than with a curated playlist? Thanks to Spotify, you can easily
download the GPSS and Singapore: Passion Made Possible playlists. Simply
open the Spotify app, go to search and tap the camera icon. Scan the codes
below and get your engines going!
spotify.com

GPSS PLAYLIST
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SINGAPORE: PASSION
MADE POSSIBLE PLAYLIST

FAST FACTS

FORMULA 1 singapore airlines
singapore grand prix

61

Scheduled laps

23

Number of turns, more
than any other current
FORMULA 1™ circuit

5.065km

The length of the
Marina Bay Street Circuit

“This race is always a highlight of the
season: a great city, which looks really
spectacular under the lights with
the tricky street circuit below – my
favourite kind of track to drive.”

320
km/h
THE TOP SPEED OF
A FORMULA 1™
CAR ON RAFFLES
BOULEVARD

Lewis Hamilton, four-time FORMULA 1™ world champion
and three-time FORMULA 1 SINGAPORE AIRLINES
SINGAPORE GRAND PRIX winner

Fastest lap

at the Marina Bay Street Circuit,
set by Lewis Hamilton in 2017

Only four drivers have won in Singapore, all of them
World Drivers’ Champions: Fernando Alonso, Lewis
Hamilton, Sebastian Vettel and Nico Rosberg

Source: Singapore GP

FORMULA 1™

21
races

21 COUNTRIES
ACROSS 5
CONTINENTS

Different

drivers
WON FIRST PLACE
IN 2017
THE MOST SINCE 2013

almost
231mph
1,000
races

RECORD SPEED

SINCE THE
SPORT BEGAN

JUAN PABLO
MONTOYA MONZA.
2005

attendance

4.1
million
IN 2017
+8%
IN 2016
77,000
PER RACE DAY

204K

120
Sensors
ON EACH CAR

global
AVERAGE
ATTENDANCE
Source: FORMULA 1™
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ARTS

Immerse yourself in local culture and history or simply spend the
day taking in notable works of art at galleries and exhibitions.

PABLO ATCHUGARRY IN SINGAPORE
14 SEP-14 OCT

X EDITION 2018
7-9 SEP

Asia’s largest photography
hotel art fair arrives at Regent
Hotel Singapore, bringing
together top galleries and
photo artists from around
the world. Among the
highlights are a speaker
series covering topics such
as motorsports photography.

Uruguayan
artist Pablo
Atchugarry will take
centrestage along
Orchard Road as
five of his sculptures
line the worldfamous shopping
strip. Alongside
his marble and
bronze pieces
will be works which use materials like automotive
paint. Also check out a selection of Modern and
Contemporary Masters works that will be exhibited
indoors at Opera Gallery Singapore, ION Orchard.
Orchard Road
operagallery.com

Regent Hotel Singapore
xedition.info

VINTAGE CAMERA MUSEUM
1-30 SEP

Step back in time and trace
the history of photography
at this unique and incredibly
Instagrammable museum. During
Grand Prix Season Singapore, race
ticket holders will enjoy a buy-oneget-one-free deal on tickets.
Vintage Camera Museum

NATIONAL GALLERY
SINGAPORE PIT STOP TOUR
7-16 SEP

Shift gears before a day at the track with
a visit to the National Gallery Singapore,
home to Southeast Asia’s largest public
collection of modern art. Race ticket
holders enjoy 15% off General Admission
tickets and an exclusive ‘Pit Stop Tour’ of
the Gallery’s collection from 14 to 16 Sep.
Please assemble at the Gallery’s Padang Atrium at
2.30pm or 5pm for the ‘Pit Stop Tour’

National Gallery Singapore
nationalgallery.sg/gpss2018

6TH SINGAPORE
INTERNATIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHY
FESTIVAL 2018
6 SEP-9 DEC

This biennial festival is a gathering
of artists, curators and photography
enthusiasts through an exciting
line-up of exhibitions, professional
workshops, portfolio reviews and
film screenings. For more details on
their exhibition, do visit www.sipf.sg.
Around the city
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ENTERTAINMENT

Party all day with a heart-thumping line-up of pub crawls, bars and clubs.

NOON TO MOON WITH
FLEETMAC WOOD

“PHRESH” PRESENTED BY
SINGAPORE PUB CRAWL
7-8 SEP & 12-15 SEP

17 SEP

Uncover
Singapore’s
diverse nightlife
scene through the
Singapore Pub
Crawl. It’s Grand
Prix™ race-themed
crawls will take you to some of the city’s top
venues along with like-minded racing fans.

With a repertoire that spans disco,
techno and house, Los Angeles DJ duo
Fleetmac Wood make a stop at Cé La
Vi on their world tour. Look forward
to the special daytime electro open air
from 12noon to 10pm at Singapore’s
iconic rooftop with plenty of bubbly.
CÉ LA VI
sunshine-nation.com

Clarke Quay
singaporepubcrawl.com

BANG BANG PRESENTS:
RACE WEEKEND
14-16 SEP

Always a reliable
party destination,
Bang Bang
kicks things up a
notch come race
weekend with
headliners DJ
Metro – the official Chicago Bulls DJ – and
the jet-setting Agent Smith.
Bang Bang
bangbangclub.sg

LITTLE SAIGON
7-16 SEP

BAR CANARY TIKI-CHEEKY
8 SEP

A hidden gem along
Orchard Road, Bar
Canary is set to
throw its first F1™
race-themed pool
party. Drop by and
soak up the tropical
vibes with DJs
spinning disco, funk, soul and house.
Grand Park Orchard
fb.com/barcanary

Little Saigon’s beer promotion
for race ticket holders sees
Heineken, Tiger, Saigon Export
and Saigon Special bottles
going for just $10 each.
Clarke Quay

CHUPITOS PEDAL TO METAL
7-16 SEP

Shots bar Chupitos offers race
ticket holders their Amazing Race
shooters - six for $30 - for two
“players” with a penalty shot of
vodka going to the slower drinker.
Clarke Quay
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ATTRACTIONS

There is never a dull moment during Grand Prix Season Singapore with a number of
the city’s best attractions offering deals and discounts for race ticket holders.

MARVEL STUDIOS:
TEN YEARS OF HEROES
UNTIL 30 SEP

Meet your favourite Super Heroes as
MARVEL Studios celebrate its 10th
anniversary at the ArtScience Museum. Race
ticket holders enjoy 25% off standard adult
ticket at the ArtScience Museum Box Office.
ArtScience Museum
marinabaysands.com/museum

RACE ALL THE
WAY AT AIRZONE!
1-30 SEP

The world’s first suspended net
playground in a shopping mall atrium
welcomes the young and the young
at heart. Sprawling over four floors,
AIRZONE will add Grand Prix™
race-themed elements on and off its nets.
City Square Mall
airzone.sg

SENTOSA SANDSATION:
MARVEL EDITION
1-16 SEP

See your favourite characters turned
into larger-than-life sand sculptures at
Sentosa Sandsation: MARVEL Edition.
Sentosa
sentosa.com.sg/sandsation
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ATTRACTIONS

SKYLINE LUGE
1-30 SEP

Fun for the whole family, with two
new tracks and the region’s only
night luge, Skyline Luge is offering
a 5 Luge + Skyride combo for just
$30, only for race ticket holders.
Sentosa

KIDZANIA SINGAPORE
1-30 SEP

THE F1™ SIDECAR TOUR
BY SINGAPORE SIDECARS
UNTIL 30 SEP

The only tour of its kind in town, the F1™
Sidecar Tour gives you the opportunity to
see the Marina Bay Street Circuit from the
perspective of an F1™ driver. Feel free to
take as many photos and videos as you like!

Enjoy 15% off walk-in tickets and
receive a $10 photo voucher when
you present your 2018 Singapore
Grand Prix tickets at KidZania
Singapore’s ticketing counters
(terms and conditions apply).
Sentosa

Around the city
singaporesidecars.sg

ZERO LATENCY
3-16 SEP

Immerse yourself in Singapore’s
largest free-roaming multi-player
virtual reality gaming arena!
Present your race tickets to enjoy
$8 off every in-venue game
booking along with a free drink.
Suntec City

ONE FABER
7-16 SEP

WEEKEND NIGHT GOLF
15-16 SEP

Marina Bay Golf Course offers discounts
of up to 35% and goodie bags to all golfers
during the race weekend. Plus, the first 20
race ticket holders to tee off from 7 to 16
Sep will receive a gift!
Marina Bay Golf Course
mbgc.com.sg

For one of the most unforgettable
views of Singapore, you have
to ride on the Singapore Cable
Car Sky Network. Race ticket
holders enjoy a 20% discount off
Singapore Cable Car Sky Pass
(Round Trip), Sentosa Merlion
entry and standard seats for the
Wings of Time Night Show.
Sentosa
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ATTRACTIONS

RAINFOREST LUMINA AT SINGAPORE ZOO
7-16 SEP

When night falls, Singapore Zoo takes you on a multi-sensory experience in the rainforest
for the first time. Engage your senses as you immerse yourself in this luminous world. Meet
the virtual Creature Crew and experience over 10 engagement zones with interactive
play elements. Race ticket holders can enjoy 10% off admission with the promo code
‘F1LUMINA10’, valid for online purchases only.
Singapore Zoo
rainforestlumina.wrs.com.sg

RETAIL MERCHANDISE
Commemorate your visit at the wild side
with souvenirs! Enjoy 10% off all retail
merchandise, excluding promotional
items, at all Wildlife Reserves Singapore
retail stores at Jurong Bird Park, River
Safari, Night Safari and Singapore Zoo as
well as Changi Airport Terminal 2 (except
for retail kiosks).
Around the city

WILDLIFE TOURS
Go behind-the-scenes and get an
up-close experience with wildlife! Enjoy
10% off all Wildlife Tours by presenting
your F1™ ticket onsite or quote ‘WRS
F1™ Tour Promotion’ for email bookings.
Applicable for Singapore Zoo, River
Safari, Jurong Bird Park and Night Safari.
Around the city
www.wrs.com.sg
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ATTRACTIONS

SINGAPORE FLYER
7-13 SEP

At the Singapore Flyer Gift Shop,
race ticket holders enjoy discounts
from Singapore Sling and Premium
Champagne flights to Sky View
Pavilion dining vouchers and 10%
off merchandise.
Singapore Flyer

GARDENS BY THE BAY

W SINGAPORE – SENTOSA
COVE SPLASH AND DASH

7-16 SEP

15 SEP

One of the annual highlights of Grand Prix
Season Singapore, W Singapore – Sentosa
Cove’s Splash and Dash pool party is all
about escaping the city and gearing up for
a night of revelry with sick beats and sips.
Sentosa
fb.com/wsingaporesentosacove

Race ticket holders can discover
all that Gardens by the Bay has
to offer. Purchase tickets to both
conservatories – Flower Dome and
Cloud Forest – and receive free
admission to the OCBC Skyway
(terms and conditions apply).
Gardens by the Bay

SENTOSA 4D
ADVENTURELAND
7-30 SEP

Race ticket holders can enjoy
a $10 discount for adults and
$5 off for children to ride on
the “Journey 2: The Mysterious
Island” and “Extreme Log
Ride” as well as the interactive
shooting game “Desperados”.
Sentosa

iFLY SINGAPORE
9-16 SEP

Discover the thrills of indoor
skydiving with a special discount
for race ticket holders. Present
your ticket to enjoy 10% off the First
Timer Challenge Package (U.P.
priced at $119).
Sentosa
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DINING

If you live for good food and drinks, then Singapore is the place to be. From
Michelin-starred fine dining to world-renowned hawker fare and some of the best
cocktail bars in the world, the choice is yours. Many of the country’s best-loved
establishments embrace Grand Prix Season Singapore, creating special menus and
rewarding race ticket holders with discounts and complimentary dishes and drinks.

GASTROMONTH
1-30 SEP

As part of the MICHELIN Dining Series,
GastroMonth returns with the theme “Fuel Up
Your Appetite” featuring over 20 Michelinstarred and listed restaurants. Among these
establishments are two-Michelin-starred Chinese
restaurant Shisen Hanten, one-Michelin-starred
Peranakan favourite Candlenut, and Bib Gourmand
awardee New Ubin Seafood serving up popular
local delights. Race ticket holders will receive a
complimentary welcome drink from 7 to 16 Sep.
Around the city
guide.michelin.com/sg/sg/gastromonth-2018

MARCHÉ MOVENPICK
F1™ EXCLUSIVE
7-16 SEP

FEEL THE RUSH
WITH IRVINS
SALTED EGG
7-16 SEP

Famous for their
mouthwateringly
addictive salted egg
snacks, IRVINS will
be decking out their
stores with race-themed
decorations this Grand
Prix Season Singapore.
Stop by to snap a few
photos, pick up some
of the best edible
souvenirs in town and
collect limited edition
Irvins stickers.
Around the city
fb.com/irvinsaltedegg

The Raffles City outlet of
Marché Mövenpick will
roll out special dining and
cocktail menus this Grand
Prix Season Singapore.
Expect Bavarian meat platters, hand-pulled pizzas,
ice-cold German beer and refreshing cocktails.
Raffles City Shopping Centre
marche-movenpick.sg

LICENSE TO BRUNCH: BEE’S KNEES
8-18 SEP

Swing by Bee’s Knees for
brunch while exploring
the Singapore Botanic
Gardens, a UNESCO
World Heritage Site. Race
ticket holders can enjoy a
complimentary snack with
every brunch item ordered
between 11am and 4pm.
Singapore Botanic Gardens
thegarage.sg
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DINING

VROOM WITH
THE PUMP ROOM
1-16 SEP

A long-standing craft beer and
late-night party venue, the Pump
Room welcomes race ticket holders
with free entry (U.P $25) and
10% off on a la carte food items.
Clarke Quay

LICENSE TO BRUNCH:
THE SUMMERHOUSE

JAMIE’S ITALIAN

8-23 SEP

1-30 SEP

Located in the Seletar countryside,
The Summerhouse is known for its
nature-inspired cuisine where fresh
seasonal produce and refined techniques
are used to construct inventive flavours.
Race ticket holders can indulge in a
complimentary starter with any a la carte
order during weekend brunch between
11:30am and 3pm.

Race ticket holders enjoy $20
off with every $100 spent at this
establishment that serves Italian
food with a Jamie Oliver twist.
VivoCity & Orchard

TCC GRAND PRIX™
SNACK PLATTER

The Summerhouse
thesummerhouse.sg

7-16 SEP

The Connoisseur Concerto is
serving up a special Grand Prix™
snack platter for race ticket holders
– a selection of signature sides and
a bottle of beer for just $39!
Clarke Quay

LICENSE TO BRUNCH:
WILDSEED CAFE & BAR
8-23 SEP

Where summer lingers through scent-filled
days, transport yourself into the foliage
garden of Wildseed Café and Bar. Race
ticket holders can receive a bowl of Truffle
Mayo Curly Fries on the house with every
a la carte item ordered between 11:30am
and 2:30pm at Wildseed Café and 5pm
onwards at Wildseed Bar.
The Summerhouse
thesummerhouse.sg/wildseed-cafe-bar
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DINING

LICENSE TO BRUNCH: MONTI
15 SEP

How do you make brunch better? Have it on
the bay amidst the roaring excitement! Monti is
hosting an all-day brunch and race ticket holders
will enjoy a complimentary dish with every a la
carte order.
Monti At 1-Pavilion
monti.sg

THE NICKELDIME PITSTOPS
10-16 SEP

Craft beer specialists with outlets in
Novena and River Valley, Nickeldime
is serving up a hearty Race Platter for
Grand Prix Season Singapore. Race
ticket holders can enjoy it with two
complimentary glasses of beer during
the race weekend (14-16 Sep).
Around the city
hiddendoorconcepts.com

WINE, DINE & PARTY
AT NEW HEIGHTS
10-16 SEP

From the Michelin-starred Jaan to the
sleek Bar Rouge, the laid-back Stamford
Brasserie and the theatrical Mikuni,
Fairmont Singapore and Swissôtel the
Stamford’s venues will welcome race ticket
holders with special discounts and deals
during Grand Prix Season Singapore.
Fairmont Singapore & Swissôtel The Stamford
swissotel.com/hotels/singapore-stamford

A favourite in Singapore when it comes to foodie
news, dining deals and restaurant bookings,
HungryGoWhere presents a variety of discounts and
special menus this Grand Prix Season Singapore. From
24-hour dining on comfort foods at Conrad Centennial
Singapore’s Oscar’s, to one dines free with every group
of three paying adults at Town’s Daily Dinner Buffet
at The Fullerton Hotel Singapore, and one-for-one
antipasti at Fairmont Singapore’s Prego, race ticket
holders will be spoiled for choice when they make
reservations through HungryGoWhere. Visit their site
for details and a full list of participating venues.
Around the city
hungrygowhere.com/race2018
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DINING

HARRY’S 2018 GRAND PRIX
SEASON SINGAPORE
7-16 SEP

Harry’s will be offering race ticket
holders 10% off their total bill
(covering regular-priced food and
beverages) across its outlets except
Changi Airport. Find out more on
their website harrys.com.sg.
Around the city

THE MANHATTAN GPSS
COCKTAIL CIRCUIT
HARD ROCK CAFE

10-16 SEP

Asia’s best bar for the second year running,
Regent Hotel Singapore’s Manhattan Bar
serves up a classy selection of six Grand
Prix™ race-inspired cocktails, including the
complex and smoky Old Fashioned-style
11th Lap, accompanied by bar bites like
Boston lobster tacos.
Regent Hotel Singapore
fb.com/manhattansg

12-18 SEP

Hard Rock Cafe’s Singapore
outlets celebrate Grand Prix
Season Singapore by offering race
ticket holders a discount of 15% off
food and drinks along with a 10%
discount off merchandise.
Orchard and Sentosa

SEÑOR TACO GRAND
PRIX™ LATINO PARTY
14-16 SEP

Señor Taco plays host to three
nights of Latin music along with
some of the city’s best margaritas,
mojitos and tacos. Race ticket
holders also enjoy $5 shots!
Clarke Quay

MCGETTIGAN’S

DUDE, WHERE’S MY FOOD?

14-16 SEP

11-16 SEP

If you haven’t experienced the
“Dudestronomy” of Bjorn Shen, don’t miss
this opportunity to tuck into Middle Eastern
comfort food with creative twists – like their
Cheeseburger Turkish pizza and signature
mezze – whipped up by the man himself.

An ever-reliable Irish pub in
Clarke Quay, McGettigan’s
will reward race ticket holders
with a 25% discount off food
and beverage orders.
Clarke Quay

Artichoke
bjornshen.com/artichoke
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GETTING AROUND THE CIRCUIT

LEGEND

ZONES
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MARlnA BAY STREET ClRCUlT l'i--16 SEPTEMBER

3 DAYS OF NON·STOP RACE ACTION
+ STAGE PERFORMANCES BY
--- FRI------SAT------SUN---

THE KILLERS
LIAM
GALLAGHER

JAYCHOU

MARTIN
GARRIX
DUA LIPA

FRI/SAT/SUN

SAT

SAT

SUN

BJORN AGAIN

JOE HAHN

END OF
THE WORLD

SIMPLY RED

OF LINKIN PARK

SEKAI NO OWARI

FRI/SAT
SAMPA THE GREAT

SAT/SUN
THE SUGARHILL
GANG

SAT/SUN
YOUNG FATHERS

AFRO CELT SOUND SYSTEM• BOYS IN THE BAND• MYRNE
JOANNA DONG• EATMEPOPTART• EMONIGHTSG
HOUSE GOSPEL CHOIR• HOLY ROLLER & THE SMOKING GUNS
ABBY SIMONE II MMLD• NAOI • DJ MATTEBLACC
LIZZY WANG• THELIONCITYBOY • MlLDLlFE • MISS LOU
PICKS • STARS AND RABBIT
AND MANY MORE!

WWW.SINGAPOREGP.SG
Artiste line-up subject to change.
Visit the official website for on-track activity, entertainment line-up and schedule.
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